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It is hard for me to believe that this is the 35th time I have worked on an annual gathering of our Industry and the 18th time as Tour Link Conference. I have so many memories, mostly good about this event.

We have been so fortunate with the continued support of our sponsors and the steady growth of our attendance numbers. This is a very expensive venture every year for a business as small as ours and the demands on our crew are beyond difficult. With new team members experiencing these demands for the first time, I am grateful that they have not run away into the night pulling their hair out.

In particular, I want to thank Randy Wade and Nick Gold for their many hours of hard work and loyalty to the event. JJ Janney, Rachel Janney, Sharon Baldwin and our team of volunteers, panelists our production team and so many others have given their time and energy and in many cases money to ensure the continuity of Tour Link.

So, welcome to the latest version on what has become arguably the most significant gathering of the Industry in the world. By design, this is not a trade show, but rather a series of meaningful discussions, social mixers and fun events all designed to get people talking and meeting each other in a very relaxed resort atmosphere.

The goals of this event are to help make our Industry more professional, safer and accessible to young people and those wanting to be part of this wonderful business. We hope that this will be another step toward those goals.

LARRY SMITH
PUBLISHER
larrysmith@tourguidemag.com
Thank You
To Our Sponsors
Welcome to the 18th annual Tour Link Conference! Hosted again by the JW Marriott Resort in sunny Palm Springs, California, we’re gathered here in great company and camaraderie. Over three days, January 26 to 28, we’ll share laughs, experiences, and expertise—all for the sake of making the concert touring industry and related industries, better. Whether it’s our annual golf tournament, a service day project with the non-profit organization Just A Bunch Of Roadies (JABOR), two days of valuable panel sessions and workshops, a transportation outing to highlight the newest forms of private jet charters, busses and vans, or our annual Top Dog Awards, there’s something for everybody. So, grab your caffeine and vitamins and let’s teach, learn, mentor, collaborate, make new acquaintances, catch up with old ones, **AND have fun!**
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None of this would be made possible if it weren’t first for our invaluable sponsors, most notably our **Title** and **Title-Co Sponsors**.

**OSA International, Inc.**, your touring partner, makes your vision a reality with superior sound reinforcement, engineering, multimedia and video displays, along with comprehensive technical direction and production services. Our clients receive the highest quality of service, technology, and more importantly the best talent in the industry to execute flawlessly. Our reputation is unmatched in the industry for providing the ultimate client and audience experience. OSA has offices in Chicago, Las Vegas, and Nashville.

**Delta Air Lines** serves more than 170 million customers each year. With its unsurpassed global and the Delta Connection® carriers offer service to more than 340 destinations in nearly 60 countries on six continents.

At **Prevost**, we share your passion for excellence in mobile real estate, and the “Ultimate Class” is evident in every vehicle we build. It is proven by more than eight decades of industry leadership, and by our uncompromising passion for excellence. This passion for excellence is in our products - that are the benchmark for structural integrity, durability, reliability, safety, environmental care, and driving pleasure. It’s in our processes - from innovative design, to rigorous engineering, to exhaustive quality control and testing. And it’s in our people - from our manufacturing, sales and marketing to our Regional Service Centers. Their depth of expertise in building and maintaining coaches is second to none.

**EPT (European Production Transport)** is a “one-stop shop” tour production service provider for Europe now into its 15th year handling major tours for many international entertainment clients providing all necessary tour freight, tour trucking and tour bussing requirements across the European continent. The EPT partnership is Horizon Entertainment Cargo, Trucking Service, and Coach Service who together boast more than 85 combined years of production touring knowledge in assisting their clients with unlimited experience and back up in moving their artists tour itineraries throughout Europe, Russia & beyond.

**BackStage Networks** BackStage Networks is THE IT expert and premium Radio Rental company for tours, festivals and events. With over 20 years experience in providing large and complex temporary data networking infrastructure and support, we are the most experienced and capable service provider for live events on the planet. As the original architect of the Mobile Office platform for Tours, we continue to be the key innovator in this space. As an authorized Motorola Solutions partner, with stock of only premium Motorola gear and provide a variety of radio communications services to the industry. Learn more at www.bsnlive.com.

**Opening Night Sponsors**

**Platinum Sponsor**

Pyrotecnico FX is the recognized leader as an innovative full service special effects, laser, and fireworks display production company. We amplify excitement and help create that emotional connection you want your audiences to feel.
Opening Night Sponsors

Platinum Sponsor
Xpeditious is your premier global logistics specialist. We pride ourselves on world-class service and robust freight tracking for your precious cargo. Our celebrity roster of acclaimed talent trusts us daily with their cargo, the instruments and musical equipment required to keep the world entertained. Xpeditious is a global company with offices in New York, Los Angeles, and London ready to serve you 24/7. When time and reliability are of the essence, trust no one else. Contact one of our transport specialists today and get moving Xpeditiously.

Gold Sponsor
The Appointment Group - The Appointment Group (TAG) Global Touring is the world’s leading independent touring travel management company with offices in London, Manchester, New York, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Sydney, Melbourne and Singapore. We offer a complete 24 hour global support service to all our clients no matter what size or budget of tour. Please contact Byron Carr for information on the world’s first touring App.

Gold Sponsor
CM Entertainment - Relied on by rigging and staging professionals around the world, CM’s comprehensive line of entertainment electric chain motors and rigging equipment is specially designed for touring productions – both large and small. From the iconic CM Lodestar electric chain motor to our special theatrical alloy chain and shackles, our products are built to last and withstand the demanding requirements of both indoor and outdoor venues. We also provide professional training tailored to the unique needs of the entertainment industry, including everything from hoist maintenance to rope access and rescue training.

Gold Sponsor
Swag Waggon offers a large selection of the most innovative and cost effective promotional gifts for your fundraiser, school function, trade show, or entertainment event. Browse our site to find the perfect promotional product for all your marketing campaign needs or give us a call and one of our account reps will personally assist you. Guide more traffic to your booth with endless choices of customized displays, promotional items, and corporate gifts. Swag Waggon offers promotional items customized to support your band, label, artist or production event. Let us help drive sales at your merch booth.

Silver Sponsor
Focusrite - For more than 30 years Focusrite have been designing premium quality mic pre amps, channel strips and audio interfaces. Focusrite offer USB, FireWire, Thunderbolt and now Ethernet audio recording solutions. RedNet is Focusrite’s flagship Ethernet I/O system, based on the industry-standard Dante ‘audio over IP’ architecture. RedNet devices feature high quality remote control mic pre amps and analog/digital I/O.

Bronze
At Priester, we’re proud to have earned the industry’s highest safety standards. Our mission is continuous improvement of our Safety & Quality Management System (SQMS). Priester’s management team has a combined total of over 200 years of aviation experience, and has earned the trust of our aircraft owners, clients and partners. We believe meticulous execution is a necessity when entrusted to manage your asset. Priester’s Global Operations Center is staffed 24/7/365 by the finest aviation professionals to ensure every aircraft movement is monitored as our fleet travels the globe, whether on a short domestic trip or a multi-leg transcontinental trip. Priester Aviation takes a personalized approach to managing client assets and gains a full understanding of the clients’ expectations to guarantee an enduring relationship.
MOVING THE MUSIC, THAT MOVES YOU.

Xpeditious is your premier global logistics specialist. We pride ourselves on world-class service and robust freight tracking for your precious cargo. Our celebrity roster of acclaimed talent trusts us daily with their most precious cargo, the instruments and musical equipment required to keep the world entertained. Xpeditious is a global company with offices in New York, Los Angeles, and London ready to serve you 24/7. When time and reliability are of the essence, trust no one else. Contact one of our transport specialists today and get moving expeditiously.

www.xpeditious.com | 310-885-8001 | LA | NY | LONDON
Platinum Sponsor
Resolute Transportation is a world-class corporate, group and luxury chauffeured transportation firm with unparalleled hospitality in over 500 cities worldwide. Resolute Transportation is a rapidly expanding, privately owned, mid-size global chauffeured transportation company with owned operations in Los Angeles, Orange County, San Diego, San Francisco and New York City.

Platinum Sponsor
Joining us from Apollo Jets is Dean Giasi. Apollo Jets is the fastest growing full service Private Jet Charter Brokerage in North America. By offering widespread VIP services, Apollo provides the most comprehensive and luxurious level of customer service possible. As Senior Vice President of Music & Entertainment, Dean Giasi is dedicated to helping Recording Artists and Celebrities travel in lavish comfort and undeniable style. Through the use of strong vendor relationships, Dean and Apollo Jets are able to offer the newest and most experienced fleets of aircraft matched with rigorous safety requirements at the best possible prices available in the market today.

Gold Sponsor
Hemphill Brothers has been in business for over 30 years, building and leasing custom converted tour buses to the entertainment industry. Known for their quality conversions and A+ drivers, Hemphill Brothers safely provides luxury transportation for many of the top musical acts as well as other clients that include political figures, authors, athletes and movie stars. Hemphill Brothers truly is Luxury in Motion.

Gold Sponsor
Sun Air Jets offers a safe, luxurious, worldwide private jet charter experience that maximizes both passenger time and comfort. Sun Air flight coordinators provide detailed and personalized assistance for all travel requirements. Sun Air Jets’ fleet of Bombardier, Gulfstream, Hawker, and Cessna business jets offer the flexibility to meet the needs of any travel or touring requirement.

Bronze Sponsors
Stageline is the reference and uncontested leader in the design and manufacturing of telescoping hydraulically operated mobile stages and equipment. As the first company in the world to develop the concept of the covered load-bearing mobile stage, Stageline lays claim to more than 25 years of experience in the development of exceptionally durable, versatile and easy-to-operate mobile equipment. Each year over 10,000 events in more than 35 countries take place on Stageline units.

Golf Sponsor
Stageline is the reference and uncontested leader in the design and manufacturing of telescoping hydraulically operated mobile stages and equipment. As the first company in the world to develop the concept of the covered load-bearing mobile stage, Stageline lays claim to more than 25 years of experience in the development of exceptionally durable, versatile and easy-to-operate mobile equipment. Each year over 10,000 events in more than 35 countries take place on Stageline units.

Golf Organizers
**2017 Tour Link Panels & Schedules**

**THURSDAY JANUARY 26**

8:00 a.m.  
Shotgun Tour Link Annual Golf Conference / Dave Paiva & Michelle at the Desert Springs Golf Club Palms Course

TBA  
Service Day with Just a Bunch of Roadies (JABOR)

**FRIDAY JANUARY 27**

9:00 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.  
Opening Address in Main Ballroom # 7

9:10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.  
Keynote Address by Hall of Fameer Bill Leabody - Main Ballroom # 7

9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.  
Breaking and Entering / Moderator Jim Digby - Main Ballroom # 7

9:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m.  
Dr. B / CPR Certification

11:00 a.m. to Noon  
Morris Light and Sound Workshop with Lighting Designer Mark Butts - Main Ballroom # 7

11:00 a.m. to Noon  
Travel Agents (Closed Door Meeting)

11:00 a.m. to Noon  
Advance & Settlements

11:00 a.m. to Noon  
Hotels (Closed Door Meeting)

11:00 A.M. to Noon  
Dr. B – CPR Certification

Noon to 1:00 P.M. – LUNCH – Springs Patio

1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.  
Morris Light and Sound Workshop (continued) - Main Ballroom # 7

1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.  
Sennheiser RF – Salons 5- Discussion on New FCC Bandwidth Restrictions and Solutions.

2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.  
Travel Agents & Tour Managers & Production Managers ONLY

1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.  
Dr. B – CPR Certification

2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.  
Travel Agents / Hotels / Air Charter / Ground Transportation - Main Ballroom 7

2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.  
Focusrite Demo on their RedNet Audio Network

3:30 p.m. to 4:45 p.m.  
Just a Bunch of Roadies – Charlie Hernandez - Main Ballroom 7

3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.  
Dr. B – CPR Certification

5:30 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.  
Buses to FBO

6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.  
Transportation Outing (BBQ)

9:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.  
Buses back to Hotel
SATURDAY JANUARY 28

9:00 a.m. to 9:05 a.m.  Opening Address - Main Ballroom 7
9:05 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.  Comments - Main Ballroom 7
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.  Sennheiser RF
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.  General Session 3: Survival – The Little Guy – Patrick Whalen – Main Ballroom 7
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.  Dr. B – CPR Certification
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.  Sennheiser RF
11:00 a.m. to Noon  Focusrite Demo on their RedNet Audio Network
11:00 a.m. to Noon  Festivals - Main Ballroom 7 / TBA
10:45 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.  Dr. B / CPR Certification
Noon to 1:00 p.m. – Lunch - Springs Patio
1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.  Truck & Coach / New DOT Laws
2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.  Wellness and Health – Dr. Bob Mitchell & Bobby Schneider
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.  Touring Tensions – Road Sanity / TBA
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.  Technology – We will explore Apps, Websites and New Tech
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.  Dr. B - CPR certification
4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.  You Can’t Make This Shit Up – Bob Daitz
5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.  Break and Awards Show Prep
6:30 p.m. to 7:45 p.m.  Cocktail Reception – Foyer of Desert Ballroom
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.  Top Dog Awards Show – Desert Ballroom
Tour Link Magazine checked in with the Carrie Underwood Storyteller production crew in Birmingham Alabama as it neared the end of the second leg of its North American Tour. The tour has been on a run of sold-out performances since January 2016 with an interval of summer festivals. It is Underwood’s first tour in the round and her biggest production ever.

The reality is, a touring production is essentially a global, moving, multimillion-dollar business concern with interactions around the world on daily basis. The infrastructure in a brick & mortar corporation has to be mirrored in a highly mobile environment.

In "today’s office," we met up with Production Manager Graham Holmes, PA Amber Martin Jones, and site coordinator, Matthew Sperling. They are essential pieces to the success of that intricate puzzle.

Sperling coordinates the artist side of all things backstage, while Jones is the information officer for the production side of the tour. Jones says of her job, "it’s hard to describe because I sort out whatever comes through the production door." She jokingly suggests attaching a go-pro camera to her might capture the wide-ranging reach she touches upon all aspects of the crew.

Just down the hall is the array of fifteen rooms required daily and outfitted by Sperling to accommodate Underwood, her band, VIP Meet-n-Greet, Press, Security, Label and Tour Management, and various crew accommodations.

Graham Holmes’ introduction to the tour began during the summer festivals with a 747 “belly full of gear” and culminating with a one off in Alaska that ended the first leg of the tour. “It was quite a lot to take in and a little bit daunting,” he says, understatedly adding, “there are a lot of bells and whistles.”

An intense, four-day rebuild and rehearsal took place in Spokane as the crew and gear reassembled for before startup of the second leg.

Staging & Automation by SGPS

Fabricated by SGPS, the 135’ long stage is comprised of a 48’ diameter main center stage with two runways extending to the north and south ends of the arena. The central core turntable, houses a 10’ diameter circular lift with four individual band lifts forming its perimeter. The end of each
runway also contains circular lifts. Classic V9 LED tiles illuminate all three circular lifts, which can extend 18’ above the stage. The lifts also descend below stage for costume changes, band member, and instrument transitions. Two smaller stages extend outward east and west almost to the dasher line.

The massive stage rides on 32 set carts and takes four of the 18 trucks on the tour to transport. SGPS head of automation, Alex Dew, tells Tour Link, “once we are in the arena, we eat up about three quarters of the floor space through half the production load in time.”

"It is a good thing we’re like family out here," adds head carpenter for SGPS, Angel Aquirre, “because it took a lot of patience to work this all out.”

Nate Loftis programs and operates the time coded Navigator Control system, which runs the 109 cues for the show.

"From my standpoint," says Production Manager Graham Holmes, "I inherited a tour where all the major quirks and problems have been worked out. My job has been to keep it working just as well as it has been. Aaron Ford, my Stage Manager, is the man on top of this whole thing. I’m just the guy sitting in the office writing advance notes, working on things further down the line," he adds, referring to the string of shows in New Zealand and Australia which occur immediately after the last show in the states.

Ford’s involvement with the Storyteller Tour began during the design conception phase. He owns a company called D.A.S. Design Works, which builds sets, props, and effects. Creative Director Barry Lather and Show Production Designer Butch Allen provided Ford renderings of the show design, including a photograph of a Wurlitzer.

After discussions with Lather and Allen about how they wanted the jukebox to function, Ford came up with the iconic set piece Carrie stands upon, which has become the most recognized promotional photograph of the tour. His company also provided the fabric blowers seen during the song “Blown Away.”

Ford describes his job as, “The guy who is responsible for everything that happens out on the floor—making sure everyone has the hands, time and space to do their job.
safely.” He points to the mother grid, on which the routing of automation, video, lighting, and audio cable deploys, as an example of the departments working well together.

Head Rigger, Ricky Baiotto, has been with Underwood on every tour since her leap into fame after American Idol eleven years ago. “When the creative team first showed me their drawings of this show in the round, says Baiotto, “I told them, look, there is only one way to do this and that is with a mother grid.” The massive scoreboards so prevalent in arenas these days, some as much as fifty feet square, would severely impact trim height, particularly with the 3 concentric video rings that hang center stage measuring 14’, 20’, and 24’ in diameter.

He and the other two members of his team, Patrick Leonard and Neil Welch, oversee a local team of eighteen local up riggers to hang the 100-point show, which weighs 80,000 pounds.

**Lighting and Video**

LED crew chief, Kyrstena Rice and her PRG Nocturne crew of four oversee setup of the Nocturne V-12 rings, the four oval IMAG V-9 screens surrounding center stage, and the V-9 tiles in the deck pods.

“We are literally working over, around, and sometimes even on top of one another,” Rice says referring to their presence throughout the production’s load in and out. Practically every great tour can rightfully speak of how well crews work together as a team. The crew on the Storyteller Tour production is the very definition of this seamless transition between departments.

Nate Cromwell, lighting director for the tour adds, “The real heroes out here, as Graham said, are the stage management department; Aaron Ford, Head Set Carpenter, Reynaldo Rojas and their guys.” Stage Call lead truck driver, Joe Silagyi, figures prominently in wrangling the eighteen 53’ tractor-trailers for Rojas and Ford.

“The first couple of weeks, everyone was trying to figure out where they could be on the floor and how they could work together. It is rare that you have crews help each other as much they do out here. This size scale of production requires a large number of staff with one well-defined job, which they do very, very well. Everyone here is top notch, especially my four-person lighting crew, from Bandit. Bill, Sam, Jeff, and Chelsea (Paul Reynolds for the second leg) have been long-time Underwood team members, and they are amazing!”

This is Cromwell’s fifth year with the Underwood organization. "The lighting design on Storyteller is really a collaborative effort between Butch, Rob Koenig and Cat West," he says, adding, "I assisted where I could and dealt with the Black Trax programming."

Cromwell explains, “we had a pretty big conundrum coming into this. As part of the design to reinforce the aesthetic of being in the round, Barry’s conception called for soft good ‘sails’ stretching in the top tiers of the arena taking on light. These presented a problem of blocking follows-
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Enter assistant LD, David Boykin. "I brought David out here specifically to handle the Black Trax system. This is a very intensively cued lighting show, so the fact I can eliminate spot calls and off load the system set up has made David a godsend."

Setup of the system each day takes about two hours while Boykin "maps the space" of the stage in the arena. This consists of walking the entire set while twirling, dipping and waving a six-foot ‘T’ that has three infrared lights on it. The information translates to a server blade, which transmits a DMX signal in real time. The result "is like magic," says Cromwell.

Video Director, Jason Varner, states he has never had a show where every single camera is able to remain at the same f-stop. No matter where Underwood stands on the 160-foot stage, the amount of foot-candles remains consistent.

"It would be difficult, if not impossible to achieve the consistency we get out of the Black Trax system," he says. As Video Director, he cuts cameras and programs the Mbox media servers for the tour. Nine cameras are used during the show, including two 24' Jimmy Jibs, three long lens, two robocams, one hand held, and a "Carrie Cam." During "All American Girl," Carrie captures the crowd on IMAG with the cam and uses it to introduce her band. Varner first worked with Underwood on the American Idols Live Tour in 2005.

Audio by Clair Global

Another first on this tour are the use of two Yamaha Rivage PM10 consoles run by long time engineers Kirk Shreiner at FOH and on monitors, Cam Beachly. Audio Systems Engineer Phil Kriz advances upcoming shows by dialing in the PA using Clair Global's propriety software program Focus. The system consists of 96 Coherence 12's and 16 CP218's.

Creative FX

This is Underwood's first tour in the round. The idea originated with her, as she always likes to be close to her audience and really be involved with them. She hired Barry Lather as Creative Director.

Lather produced video content created by Ozone and 4U2C for the tour. He also cued all the automation. Adds Cromwell, "Barry was very specific about what he was looking for overall. Every time we would program a look, he would add just a touch more and really elevate the look."

For the finale, "Something in the Water," Lather tasked special effects provider Ted Maccabee of Strictly FX to create a unique falling-water effect. FX crewmembers, Jackson Frazier and Steve Lewis, accomplished this using haze, fog, specialty confetti, and lasers. The sparkling laser rain is created by using two dozen 4’-long linear Laser Edge units located above the video rings truss, as well as on the floor.

For other opportunities to check out Carrie Underwood live, go to www.carrieunderwood.fm
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Storyteller Tour Equipment List

**Lighting Fixtures:**
- 84 Chauvet Rogue Hybrids
- 36 Robe BMFL's
- 48 Clay Paky Sharpy
- 38 Spheriscans
- 48 Solaris Flares

**Lighting Control/ Networking:**
- 2 GrandMA Full
- 1 GrandMA Command Wing
- 3 GrandMA NPU
- 2 GrandMA NSP
- 1 Yama Cold Brew Drip Tower

**Blacktrax:**
- 15 Optitrack 13E IR Tracking Cameras
- 1 Blacktrax Server
- 3 Luminex Ethernet-DMX8
- 3 Luminex Gigacore Managed Switches
- 5 BT Beacon Packs
- 64 Diode Stringers (Sewn into wardrobe)

**Switcher:**
- Grass Valley Karrera 2ME

**Router:**
- Ross NK Series 64X64 3G multiformat router
- Processing
- 8 Ross Open Gear 3.0 frames

**Recording:**
- 8 KiPro HDD recorders

**Playback:**
- 4 Mbox Extremes controlled via Mbox Director

**Management:**
- 11 show computers in total

**Cameras:**
- 6 Grass Valley LDX 80s Lenses;
- 2 Fuji Digipower 99s
- 1 Fuji Digipower 74
- 1 Fuji ZA 12X4 wide angle
- 2 Fuji 17X7.6 ENG
- 2 Panasonic HE130 robo cams
- 1 Canon HF G30 with Teradek Bolt Pro 300 (Carrie Cam)
- 2 Stanton Jimmy Jibs in 24’ Super Plus configuration

**LED Equipment:**
- 3 PRG Nano Processors

**IMAG walls:**
- 4 Oval V9 Lite I-Mag screens

**Video Rings:**
- 3 Concentric V12 rings (14', 20', 26' diameter)
- 5 video stage decks using V9 Classic panels
- East & West are stationary 192x216
- Center Lift 192x192
- North & South Lifts 288x264
IN THE RACE
AGAINST TIME, IT’S BEST TO
RACE IN ONE OF THESE.

Any airline can get you places. Getting you there exactly when they say they’re going to is the tricky part. Doing it better than any U.S. airline? That’s something to crow about. No wonder more people choose Delta than any other airline.
THANK-YOU TO CARRIE UNDERWOOD’S STORYTELLER TOUR CREW!

Tour Manager/Tour Accountant: Geoff Donkin
Assistant Tour Manager: Amy Reynolds
Production Manager: Graham Holmes
Production Assistant: Amber Jones
Creative Director: Barry Lather
Associate Director: Brian Anthony
Production & Lighting Designer: Butch Allen
Costume Designer/Wardrobe Styling: Marina Toybina
Wardrobe Stylist: Courtney Webster
Stage Manager: Aaron Ford
FOH Sound Engineer: Kirk Shreiner
Monitor Engineer: Cam Beachley
Video Director: Jason Varner
Lighting Director: Nate Cromwell
Wardrobe Supervisor: Joan Lee
Keyboards/Drum Tech: Chris Castle
Guitar Tech: Timothy Israel
Guitar Tech: Jim Whitfield
Guitar Tech: Steve Borisenko
Head Rigger: Ricky Baiotto
Rigger: Patrick Leonard
Rigger: Neil Welch
Head Set Carpenter: Reynaldo Rodriguez Rojas
Carpenter/Rigger: Tony Magro
Set Carpenter: Adam Huscher
Pyro: John Lyons
SFX: Jackson Frazier
Lasers: Steve Lewis
Site Coordinator: Matthew Sperling
Audio Systems Engineer: Phil Kriz
Audio Techs: Andrea Espinoza, Brett Rodgers
Stage Tech: Shawn Dier
Automation Crew Chief: Alex Dew
Automation Programmer: Nate Loftis
Automation lead: Mark McKinney
Automation Crew: Colin Thomas, Benny Welch
SGPS Head Carpenter: Angel Aquirre
SGPS Carpenters: Dennis Osborne, Patrick Purcul, Pippy O’Hehir, Brian Neighley,
Lighting Crew Chief: Billy Willingham
Lighting Crew: Sam Morgan, Jeff Archibeque, Paul Reynolds
Assistant LD: David Boykin
Video Crew Chief/LED Tech: Krystena Rice
Engineer: Nick Ruocco
Server Operator: Ryan Woods
JIB Operators: Lee Shull, Jon Martin Stutsman
Long Lens Operator: Jay Strasser
Tour DJ: Vinh Bui – DJ Vinom
Tour Videographer: Jeff Johnson
Personal/Tour Assistant: Mina Waller
Truck and Bus Drivers: Morgan Ryan, Randy Daniel, Wes Craft, Matt Clark, Chuck Warren, Chris Chew, Isaac Hutchinson, Kevin Jones, John Cooper, Joe Silagyi, and all of our truck drivers

Video Screen Design and Production:
Content Creation: Ozone - Orrin Zucker, Tim Dennesen
Content Creation: 4U2C - Olivier Goulet
Pre-Shoot: Momentus Marketing - Mil Cannon, Andre Riedlinger

Supply Companies:
Audio: Clair Brothers - Greg Hall, Randy Lane
Lighting: Bandit Lites - Michael Golden
Automation and Staging: SGPS - Eric Pearce
Props: DAS Designworks – Aaron Ford
Video: PRG – Mark O’Herlihy
Pyro/Lasers: Strictly FX – Ted Maccabee
Bussing: Celebrity Coach - Jennifer George
Integrity Interiors: Jeff Sumner
Trucking: Stage Call - Kyle Jones
Security: Celebrity Protection Limited - Paul Dallanegra, Ricky Dallanegra
VIP services: AEG - Marc Feinberg, Melanie Kassis, Lou Morraele
Freight: Sound Moves: Justin Carbone
Tour Catering: Latitude 45 – Chris Mitchel, Wes Tischoff
Backstage Custom Cases: Ralph Ferrel
JH Audio in ears: Jerry Harvey
Soft Goods: Sew What - Megan Duckett
Access Pass and Design: Carl Elizondo, Rob Ahnlund
Stage Art: Woodshed – Dominic Tancredi
Internet and Phones: Road Radios - Jeremy Schilling

Live Shots & Pre-Shoot Hair/Makeup: Melissa Schleicher

Tour Book Art Direction and Design: Rick Steinburg (Dreamworks GC), Julia Jones (Watts Designs)
SOUNDCHECK

Nashville
Austin
Houston

Nashville
750 Cowan St.
Nashville, TN 37207
615 - 726 - 1165
www.soundchecknashville.com

Houston
3542 -A East TC Jester
Houston, TX 77018
713 - 290 - 0335

Austin
1901 E. 51st St. Stage 4
Austin, TX 78723
512 - 444 - 0023
www.soundcheckaustin.com

REHEARSALS • BACKLINE • STORAGE • CARTAGE

CREW ONE PRODUCTIONS

TENNESSEE
GEORGIA
TEXAS
Road Radios and Road WiFi are your premier communications providers. With years of touring experience, high quality equipment, and rock solid support, Road Radios and Road WiFi provide tours with reliable communications worldwide.

Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants. A different way to stay, because you deserve a hotel as unique as you are. At Kimpton, customizing experiences is our passion and your requests are an invitation for us to excel. Add our bold, playful design, award-winning dining and perk-y amenities and you have the ultimate boutique hotel stay.

As a power-only source of transportation, Powersource Transportation, Inc. can assist in the movement of your next tour by providing all the benefits of truck fleet ownership without the expense, liability, or bother. Dedicated trucks, weekly moves, or the once a year show, we are here to service whatever power-only transportation needs you may have. We offer a transportation solution that allows you to move your show trailers or trailer mounted equipment anywhere in the continental United States or Canada. All you have to do is pick up the phone and we do all the rest, 24 hours a day, seven days a week – our staff of professionals, both on the road and in the office, are available to serve you.

SMC, Inc. handles all aspects of the entertainment merch & swag world. With over 15 years of experience in merch design, production and fulfillment. We are certain you have seen our work proudly displayed by production crews all over the world. We have a clear mission when working with our entertainment clients, they come first.
Where Festivals Converge

NEW YORK CITY
May 11-12, 2017

SANTA BARBARA
Nov 16-18, 2017

For more information contact Stu & Laurie at:
Stu: 401-835-8813 | Stu@FestForums.com
Laurie: 310-993-4114 | Laurie@FestForums.com

FestForums.com
FESTFORUMS CONFERENCE BRINGS TOGETHER FESTIVAL INDUSTRY LEADERS, MAY 11TH – 12TH AT TIME INC., NYC

Attendees are from a diverse range of festivals which is the key to FestForums success.

FestForums, the bi-annual and bi-coastal festival-industry conference, has announced the dates for their 2017 conferences. FestForums NYC ‘17 dates are Thursday & Friday, May 11 & 12, 2017. The FestForums Santa Barbara ‘17 event will be held Thursday-Saturday, November 16-18, 2017.

FestForums are networking and professional development conferences for music, film, food & beverage festival organizers as well as entertainment industry leaders.

Stated co-founders Stuart MacNaught and Laurie Kirby, “The conferences we hold in New York and Santa Barbara celebrate and bring together the industry leaders transforming the festival culture that is central to transformation and change today.”

The New York Conference begins Thursday, May 11th, at 9am at the beautiful, new headquarters of Time Inc., located downtown overlooking the Hudson River.

Panelists in NYC include producers of festivals such as New York City Wine and Food Festival, South Beach Food & Wine Festival, Los Angeles Food and Wine, Austin Film Festival, Firefly, Governors Ball, New York Festivals, Global Citizen Festival, Superfly Festivals, Tribeca, TIFF, Live Nation festivals, Ultra Music Festival, Electric Daisy Carnival, The CBGB Music & Film Festival as well as hundreds of other festivals.

“The attendees are from a diverse range of festivals which is the key to FestForums’ success,” reports Kevin Lyman, founder of Vans Warped Tour. “Happily, I come away with many new and innovative ideas that I can integrate into my business.”

Past participants include “Supermensch” Talent Manager Shep Gordon, Recording Artist Jack Johnson, Director Quentin Tarantino, Actor Bruce Dern, Woodstock co-founder Michael Lang, Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Famer Dave Mason, Recording Artist Rita Coolidge, Actor Malcolm McDowell, Film Festival Gurus Gary Meyer and Noah Cowan, Rock Star Alice Cooper, Iron Chef Cat Cora, Celebrity Chef and internationally renowned restaurateur Roy Yamaguchi, Lawyer Jon Sloss, SXSW’s Mike Shea, Vans Warped Tour Founder Kevin Lyman, Glastonbury Festival’s Robert Richards, The Weinstein Company’s Richard Glasser, Event Producer Scott Mirkin, Sponsorship guru Lesa Uptman, and filmmakers such as Tia Lessin, Laura Michalchysyn and Matthew Modine and hundreds of festival producers.

The conference also features parties, networking events, mentoring, an exhibit hall and live streaming.

For more information, visit FestForums.com
WEB DEVELOPMENT
WEB DESIGN
GRAPHICS
SEO
HOSTING

615.420.6153
www.warehousemultimedia.com

PYROTECNICO fx
AMPLIFYING EXCITEMENT | SINCE 1989
FIREWORKS + PYROTECHNICS + FLAMES + LASERS
FOG + CRYOGENICS + CONFETTI & STREAMERS

PYROTECNICO.COM
FOR INQUIRIES CALL 800-854-4705
PHOTO BY VISIONELIE - THE WEEKND’S THE MADNESS TOUR

Powerful Communication
Unmatched Support

www.road-wifi.com
www.roaddradios.com
EDC JAPAN TO DEBUT APRIL 2017

Insomniac Editorial Team

Insomniac CEO and Electric Daisy Carnival founder Pasquale Rotella recently announced that EDC is making its debut in the Land of the Rising Sun in 2017.

From Saturday, April 29, through Sunday, April 30, 2017, the inaugural EDC Japan is taking over the ZOZO Marine Stadium and Makuhari Beach Park in Tokyo for two days of thrill-inducing rides, funky fresh performers, larger-than-life production, and super-bloomin’ beats to create a one-of-a-kind, multisensory festival experience.

The debut of EDC Japan will also introduce fans to the iconic kineticCATHEDRAL stage, a majestic structure that premiered at EDC Las Vegas 2014 and has toured across New York, Orlando, UK, Brazil, Mexico and India. A reimagined version of the stage will captivate crowds as it comes alive with hundreds of lights, colorful flames, and two grand owls flanking the beautiful stained glass design.

Insomniac already welcomes a massive, global family of worldwide Headliners, and Japan marks EDC’s fifth international destination. Electric Daisy Carnival’s established events—EDC Mexico, EDC Brasil and EDC UK, along with 2016’s hugely successful debut of EDC India—reflect the diversity of their cross-continental fans and solidify EDC as the truly global phenomenon it has become in its 20-year history.

With the addition of EDC Japan, they’re expanding the universal reach of EDC and welcoming a whole new group of Headliners to create lifelong memories with them Under the Electric Sky. Early-bird tickets are already sold-out.

www.japan.electricdaisycarnival.com/en/
What are the Top Dog Awards? The Top Dog Awards are bestowed upon the very best of the best in the touring community as voted on by their peers. Each year at Tour Link we present the Top Dog Awards Show. The Top Dog Awards Show is the most anticipated evening of the Tour Link Conference and wouldn’t be possible if it weren’t for the support of our Top Dog Award Show Sponsors!

Platinum Sponsors

Platinum Sponsor
Rock-It Cargo is a world-class company in the specialty freight forwarding and logistics industry. With 200+ employees in 23 offices in the US and around the world, Rock-It is prepared to handle all your international, time sensitive, fragile and complicated freight moves.

Platinum Sponsor
At Clair Global we strive every day, at any hour, to exceed our clients’ expectations. Our products are constructed from the best materials, by the best people, without compromise. Innovation, attention to detail, and unyielding customer support are at the core of Clair Global. Whether the situation calls for crystal-clear audio, flawless video or uninterrupted network streams, Clair Global continues to combine innovation, tradition and performance with every system deployed. Our goal is to deliver results beyond our clients’ expectations. That’s the Clair Global

Platinum Sponsor
Gallagher Staging and Productions Inc. provides staging, truss, seating platforms, custom sets, crowd control, and custom backdrops. Gallagher uses the most cutting-edge techniques and materials that are currently used in the aerospace industry for all custom and rental staging. Every item provided is scrutinized over, well maintained, and show ready before it hits the production venue.

Platinum Sponsor
Xpeditious is your premier global logistics specialist. We pride ourselves on world-class service and robust freight tracking for your precious cargo. Our celebrity roster of acclaimed talent trusts us daily with their cargo, the instruments and musical equipment required to keep the world entertained. Xpeditious is a global company with offices in New York, Los Angeles, and London ready to serve you 24/7. When time and reliability are of the essence, trust no one else. Contact one of our transport specialists today and get moving Xpeditiously.
Platinum Sponsor
BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS! Backstage Passes. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS! We make the passes that make the whole world sing. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS!}

Gold Sponsors
Delicate Productions is a full-service event production company dedicated to outstanding results for our clients. Since 1980, we’ve provided superior audio, lighting and multimedia services and created world-class events for clients throughout the US. We offer integrated services to provide clients with a single source for all of their event production needs.

Sound Image is a full service sound reinforcement provider with over 43 years of experience. With our experienced staff and state of the art equipment we can provide services for the Touring and entertainment industry as well as corporate events.

At Priester, we’re proud to have earned the industry’s highest safety standards. Our mission is continuous improvement of our Safety & Quality Management System (SQMS). Priester’s management team has a combined total of over 200 years of aviation experience, and has earned the trust of our aircraft owners, clients and partners. We believe meticulous execution is a necessity when entrusted to manage your asset. Priester’s Global Operations Center is staffed 24/7/365 by the finest aviation professionals to ensure every aircraft movement is monitored as our fleet travels the globe, whether on a short domestic trip or a multi-leg transcontinental trip. Priester Aviation takes a personalized approach to managing client assets and gains a full understanding of the clients’ expectations to guarantee an enduring relationship.

Braun Events provides unparalleled customer service and works with many high-profile clients. As the nation’s premier event rental solution company, our only focus is the special event market, not chasing storms. Every member of our staff is experienced in the special event business not in other fields. We provide services to Concert, Fairs, Festivals, Film, Sporting Events and Tours.
For over thirty years now, Stage Call has provided ground transportation for a diverse range of projects from concert touring to corporate events, from multiple truck tours with leapfrogging systems to the most intimate of single truck endeavors. We’re pleased to say that we have successfully provided services for thousands of customers, and that Stage Call continues to thrive, evolve and excel as an industry leader in entertainment transportation.

With over 30 years of experience, Pyrotek Special Effects Inc., with offices located in the Toronto and Las Vegas areas, is an award winning special effects company providing full service innovative design and execution of visionary special effects for live productions including stadium and arena tour productions, award shows, festivals, live television productions, and much more. We provide full service for North American and World Tours, from working with you on the design of the show to providing dedicated, licensed technicians to continue working with you day to day while on tour to ensure that the effects are safely and professionally executed. Along with special effects, our sister companies Laser Design Productions and Aqua Visual FX will provide you with breathtaking laser and water screen effects.

Accurate Staging is a full service staging and production company with locations in Los Angeles, Nashville and San Francisco. They specialize in custom stages and sets that are setting the standard and feature the most sophisticated rental decking system in the industry. Their fabricating team are experts in all areas of design and construction. Accurate Staging offers a full service staff that is unmatched in quality and care of all your show needs.

Founded in 1991, All Access was established to deliver the most versatile, durable and safest staging product to entertainers across the globe. With locations across three different continents, there are no limits when it comes to making our clients’ visions a reality.
Sound Image is a full service sound reinforcement provider with over 43 years of experience. With our experienced staff and state of the art equipment we can provide services for the Touring and entertainment industry as well as corporate events.

Our technical expertise, project management, and support services for system design, transport, power and rigging specifications, set-up and technical operations, safety, maintenance, and dismantle management are integral to the full service approach LSV brings to every project.

Atlanta Rigging provides automated and static rigging equipment to a wide variety of customers in different facets of the entertainment industry. We have years of experience managing rigging for tours, corporate shows, festivals and large sporting events. ARS also provides rigging services and gear for permanent installations of AV and fall protection, in addition to stocking and selling the highest quality rigging equipment used in our industry.

10 time “Coach Company of the Year” award winner! Senators has been in business since 1979. We consistently provide the best in coaches, drivers, and tour support, year in year out. Luxury, quality, experience and reliability, that is how we roll. You know who we are. We aren’t going anywhere. 2011 and 2012 coaches available now. All-in pricing option. Get on-board the Senators Silver Train!

Mid-America Sound is one of the largest, full-service, concert and event production companies in the U.S. Our state-of-the-art equipment, custom built production facility, expert staff, and central location make us perfect for your event. Over 25 years of experience in sound, lighting, rigging, roofs, staging, and backline. Our qualified design team, with the support of our engineers, and technicians, provide only the highest quality production for your event. Let our designers solve those difficult sound, lighting, and rigging challenges for you.
EUROPEAN PRODUCTION TRANSPORT

EPT
LOGISTICS MADE EASY

"Your one stop shop for touring Europe"

www.ept4touring.com
It was recently announced that SFX Entertainment will be rebranded as LiveStyle, Inc., and helmed by President and CEO Randy Phillips. The reorganized SFX Entertainment emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection on December 2, 2016 and boasts a wide variety of leading live electronic music properties and related lifestyle assets. LiveStyle is positioned to be the world’s largest electronic music event producer. Phillips will lead LiveStyle’s operations from Los Angeles, where the company will establish its worldwide headquarters.

Phillips said, “LiveStyle has the same potential that AEG Live had when I assumed the reins of that company as CEO. In fact, it has many more assets to build upon, has an impressive management team, especially at the event level, including most of the original founders of these world-renowned festival brands. Armed with no debt, a re-capitalized financial structure, and an incredibly supportive board, we will build LiveStyle into an essential company in the live entertainment sector. Having done this once before, my team and I are very excited to get started.”

LiveStyle’s leadership, in addition to Phillips, includes Charles Ciongoli, who will serve as executive vice president and chief financial officer; senior vice president, Alan Walter; and Jason Barr who will serve as the company’s senior vice president, general counsel and corporate secretary. LiveStyle’s board includes Phillips, Ciongoli, and representatives from the company’s various equity owners including Chairman of the Board Andrew Axelrod of Axar Capital Management, Douglas Forsyth of Allianz Global Investors and Nils Larsen, former President and CEO of Tribune Broadcasting.

“We are very supportive of the company and the many original founders and entrepreneurs that remained through the restructuring process, sharing in the vision of its tremendous potential. It is a very unique media platform that meets the ever-increasing demand by consumers for exclusive, immersive experiences. With new leadership, including CEO Randy Phillips, and through focused investment and disciplined growth, we believe that LiveStyle will evolve into one of the world’s leading live entertainment platforms,” said Andrew Axelrod, Managing Partner, Axar Capital Management LP.
Congratulations to the Tour Link organizers on an outstanding conference!

OSA was proud to be the Title Sponsor for 2016, supplying great Audio and Video to the event.

We would like to extend special thanks to Steve McCale, Adam Robinson, and Werner Gerbracht for donating their time and engineering support.

Cheers to all on a job well done!

www.OSAcorp.com • (877) 672-4685 (OSA-INTL)
Chicago • Las Vegas • Nashville
Worldwide, LiveStyle will produce and promote single and multiday electronic music festivals across North America, Europe, South America, Australia and Asia. North American key operating entities including MADE Events, React, Disco Donnie Presents, Life in Color, and MMG, along with festivals and brands such as Electric Zoo, Spring Awakening, Mysteryland, Tomorrowland, TomorrowWorld, Sensation, Corona Sunsets, and Life in Color. In Europe, the company has an established track record with highly popular brands that average an operating history of 10-plus years with key operating entities such as Monumental, B2S, ID&T, i-Motion, and Q-Dance, and festivals and brands including Q-Dance, Decibel, Tomorrowland, Mysteryland, Awakenings, Back-To-School, Air, Qlimax, and Sensation to name a few. LiveStyle also owns PlusNetwork in Brazil which produced the enormously successful Tomorrowland Brasil and produces tours by internationally acclaimed DJs and artists. The Tomorrowland brand is one of the largest and most popular EDM festival brands in the world, voted Best Music Event globally at the International Dance Music Awards every year since 2012 and selling out nearly instantaneously annually. Further, LiveStyle has a 40% participation in Rock in Rio, the wildly successful music and entertainment festival held biannually in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, with spinoffs in Lisbon, Portugal, and Las Vegas.

Also owned by LiveStyle, and reporting to the company’s board while operating independently, are Paylogic and Beatport. Paylogic is a comprehensive ticketing services and solutions platform specializing in large peak sales events and technical and data integration with several online platforms. Since its foundation in 2005, Paylogic has sold 30 million tickets to fans from more than 200 countries for events in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas including concerts, festivals, sporting events, exhibitions, trade fairs, theaters and musicals. Beatport is the world’s leading electronic music-oriented online store and premier destination for professional and amateur DJs. Beatport’s all-inclusive EDM brand, across multiple genres, regions and formats, boasts more than 50 million unique users and the most important international chart in worldwide electronic music.
BADGERS CO
BACKSTAGE PASSES.

775 322 PASS | INFO@TOURBADGERS.COM | WWW.TOURBADGERS.COM
UNPARALLELED DEMAND FOR FESTIVAL’S FIFTH YEAR
EARLY BIRD & ADVANCE TICKETS SOLD OUT IN JUST MINUTES, ALL SUPER VIP TICKETS SOLD OUT

Held on the white sands of Fort Lauderdale Beach Park in a beautiful oceanside setting, Tortuga Music Festival is a multi-day, multi-stage music festival featuring some of the biggest names in country, rock and roots music. Tortuga Music Festival brings like-minded fans together for an unforgettable beach weekend experience that pairs music with meaning to raise awareness for marine conservation.

Kenny Chesney, Luke Bryan and Chris Stapleton will join Alan Jackson, Nelly, G. Love & Special Sauce and many other performers on the weekend of April 7 – 9, 2017.

Tortuga Music Festival works hand in hand with the Rock The Ocean Foundation to increase public awareness about the issues impacting the world’s oceans and to support scientific research, education and ocean conservation initiatives.

TMF is produced and promoted by HUKA Entertainment best known for their unique destination-location music festivals, features multiple stages with unparalleled VIP amenities including a swimming pool, viewing decks and cabanas— all set with the ocean as a backdrop. Last year’s festival drew a record-breaking attendance of more than 90,000 fans from all over the world.

About Huka Entertainment: Huka Entertainment is a leading creator and producer of large scale destination-location music festivals, including the Pemberton Music Festival situated on 300 pristine acres at the base of Mt. Currie in British Columbia, and the Tortuga Music Festival on the white sandy beaches of Fort Lauderdale, FL. Best known for creating groundbreaking fan, VIP and artist experiences, the company was the creative force and producer of the award-winning Hangout Music Festival in Gulf Shores, AL. Based in New Orleans with deep roots in Gulf Coast culture, the fully independent Huka Entertainment also co-produces the Buku Music + Art Project in New Orleans located on the banks of the Mississippi river, and has a growing touring division which promotes hundreds of concerts across North America annually. More info @ huka.com.

About Rock The Ocean: The Rock The Ocean Foundation is dedicated to supporting scientific research, education and increasing public awareness about the issues impacting the world’s oceans. RTO teams up with high profile musical artists and entertainers, who will perform and participate in events that educate the public on marine conservation. RTO, founder Chris Stacey is an avid ocean lover, diver and 20-year music industry veteran. Tortuga Music Festival will bring to life his vision, uniting the best and brightest in music, working to raise awareness about the issues currently impacting our oceans and their delicate ecosystems.

www.rocktheocean.com

Right in the center of the festivities is Rock The Ocean’s Conservation Village which educates and raises awareness of issues impacting the world’s oceans and supporting marine research and conservation, as well as protection of the festival’s namesake – sea turtles that nest annually along South Florida’s Atlantic seaboard. To this date more than $300,000 has been raised to support these efforts

www.tortugamusicfestival.com

About Huka Entertainment: Huka Entertainment is a leading creator and producer of large scale destination-location music festivals, including the Pemberton Music Festival situated on 300 pristine acres at the base of Mt. Currie in British Columbia, and the Tortuga Music Festival on the white sandy beaches of Fort Lauderdale, FL. Best known for creating groundbreaking fan, VIP and artist experiences, the company was the creative force and producer of the award-winning Hangout Music Festival in Gulf Shores, AL. Based in New Orleans with deep roots in Gulf Coast culture, the fully independent Huka Entertainment also co-produces the Buku Music + Art Project in New Orleans located on the banks of the Mississippi river, and has a growing touring division which promotes hundreds of concerts across North America annually. More info @ huka.com.

About Rock The Ocean: The Rock The Ocean Foundation is dedicated to supporting scientific research, education and increasing public awareness about the issues impacting the world’s oceans. RTO teams up with high profile musical artists and entertainers, who will perform and participate in events that educate the public on marine conservation. RTO, founder Chris Stacey is an avid ocean lover, diver and 20-year music industry veteran. Tortuga Music Festival will bring to life his vision, uniting the best and brightest in music, working to raise awareness about the issues currently impacting our oceans and their delicate ecosystems.

www.rocktheocean.com

Right in the center of the festivities is Rock The Ocean’s Conservation Village which educates and raises awareness of issues impacting the world’s oceans and supporting marine research and conservation, as well as protection of the festival’s namesake – sea turtles that nest annually along South Florida’s Atlantic seaboard. To this date more than $300,000 has been raised to support these efforts

www.tortugamusicfestival.com
TAG Global Touring App has the music industry on its feet. Again.

TAG GLOBAL TOURING: Innovative & Professional Leaders in Travel Management

TAG Global Touring APP will significantly assist the Group Travel Management process. Now all essential travel information will become available to users by the click of a button.

Functionalities Include:
- Dashboard with overview of tour
- Access to hotel service files
- Passport details of all travellers
- Rooming lists and vouchers
- PDF and email functionality
- Filter functionality
- Rider display
- Links to supplier websites and location details
- Map function
- Traveller itinerary
- Full touring budget reporting

Additional Services Include:
- Complete flight information
- Movements spreadsheet
- Self-drive cars
- Chauffeur services
- Meet & greet services
- Ferry
- Rail services
TAG Global Touring APP will significantly assist the Group Travel Management process. Now all essential travel information will become available to users by the click of a button.

Functionalities Include:
• Dashboard with overview of tour
• Access to hotel service files
• Passport details of all travellers
• Rooming lists and vouchers
• PDF and email functionality
• Filter functionality
• Rider display
• Links to supplier websites and location details
• Map function
• Traveller itinerary
• Full touring budget reporting

Additional Services Include:
• Complete flight information
• Movements spreadsheet
• Self-drive cars
• Chauffeur services
• Meet & greet services
• Ferry
• Rail services

TAG Global Touring has been managing the Global travel requirements of groups and individuals in the music and entertainment industries for more than 25 years.

With offices located in London, Manchester, New York, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Sydney, Melbourne and Singapore, TAG Global Touring are truly able to handle all your worldwide touring requirements.

• Dedicated team of experienced Tour Specialist's located throughout our Global offices.
• Highest levels of service and planning provided whilst delivering tours within budget.
• Available 24 hours a day 365 days a year to ensure full support for clients on the road.
• Global leaders in handling worldwide touring for Artists, Bands, Crews, DJ's and stage productions.
• Award winning systems specially designed for the touring and entertainment industry.
• Custom made iPad / Desktop / Laptop Touring App.

For more information, please contact us at touring@appointmentgroup.com or www.appointmentgroup.com

Follow us @TAGG_Touring
Transporting Artists and Cargo for the Entertainment Industry Worldwide Since 1990

North America - Europe - Middle East - Asia

PHONE: USA +1 (805) 593-0510  EUR +353 61 474849  EMAIL: OPS@LEBAS.COM

LeBAS INTERNATIONAL
Air Charter Worldwide
MUSIC TOURS AND GROUP CHARTERS NOW AVAILABLE IN A ONE-OF-A-KIND A340 VIP AIRCRAFT!

A340 VIP Aircraft for Group Charter & Music Tours

Le Bas International is now quoting a one-of-a-kind A340-300 VIP aircraft (100 lie-flat seating). The aircraft offers spacious, one-stop global accommodations with a 45-ton cargo payload that is already catching the attention of our clients for music tours.

EFFICIENT LIFT FOR THE LONG HAUL

The A340 has earned its reputation as a true globe-trotter – flying some of the world’s longest and most demanding routes while providing superior operating economics – even in challenging “hot and high” conditions – and excellent passenger comfort. The four-engine A340 has greater range at lower cost than other long-range wide body commercial jetliners and the aircraft’s extended reach and spacious interior also tailors it for VIP and government use with highly discerning customers. There are four variants in Airbus’ A340 Family: the A340-200, A340-300, A340-500 and A340-600. With the jetliners’ different fuselage lengths, this product line accommodates from around 250 to up to 475, providing extended operating ranges of up to 9,000 nautical miles.

Now embarking on our third decade Le Bas International has arranged aircraft charters for some of the world’s leading musical artists and groups. From renowned composers & complete philharmonic orchestras, to domestic and international tours for some of your favorite artists from across the musical spectrum. Synchronizing aircraft and crew arrangements to meet the highest standards, even on difficult itineraries, is our specialty. Typically, artists, business managers, tour and production managers reach out to Le Bas when tour schedule demands exceed motor coach distance and time capabilities. Additionally, Le Bas provides services for global tours transporting A, B and C parties when the use of mixed ground & air services provide a more efficient and cost effective solution for artists, entourage or cargo.

TAILORED TOURS SERVICES
(ADDITIONAL COST MAY APPLY):

- Passenger manifest airline adaptation.
- Pre baggage arrangements.
- Meet-and-greet.
- Off-airport passenger’s check-in and security screening.
- Private passenger lounges and refreshments.
- In-flight Le Bas International services representatives.
- Tailored onboard amenities:
  - Luggage tags.
  - Logo headrest covers.
  - In-flight entertainment.
  - In-flight menu cards.
  - In-flight menu selection.
  - Individual personal amenity kits.
  - Coasters.
  - Napkins.
  - Cocktail stirrers.
  - Passenger transfers when connecting with onward executive aircraft and ground limousine.

To charter this one-of-a-kind A340 VIP aircraft for group charters, music tours, or for private flights please contact the aviation professionals at Le Bas International 24/7 at: Tel. +1.805.593.0510 or Email: ops@lebas.com

www.LeBas.com
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Free to use, jet charter membership for touring professionals

WORLDWIDE 24/7 SERVICE

EXPERTS IN JET TOURING LOGISTICS

COMPLETE TRANSPARENCY IN BOOKING, ITINERARY AND INVOICING

NO-ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR MECHANICAL RECOVERIES OF AIRCRAFT

INDUSTRY LEADING MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

Complete control with rates that make you the rock star of your production.

To inquire, please call our specialist team at 877-275-9336 or email music@flyvictor.com
With so many people counting on you for their comfort and safety on the road, the choice in motorcoaches is clear. Prevost is the leader in the entertainment industry for good reason. We offer unmatched design, handling, performance, and reliability that make everyone’s job easier. Nobody goes the extra mile like we do.